The establishment main purpose
of Fun & Thinking Children's
Museum in Dogolio City which is
to provide children with the
inspiration and tools they need to
be creators and explorers of the
world. How i-View network
audio system helped improve the
announcement of museum
messages and enhance the learning environment.
Challenge: The imagination and creativity of children are unlimited, the Fun &
Thinking Children's Museum inspires them to achieve this through understanding,
supporting, and promoting play in the fullest sense of the word. The museum opened
in 2016 was renovated from the old city hall, this 4 floors building lacked a public
address system or other making announcements facilities, so the building cannot alert
visitors of closing time or emergency situations. This is not what the museum should
have, so Cristian Herz, Director of Fun & Thinking Children's Museum decided to
build a modern broadcasting system.
Tomas, the IT engineer and director put forward his ideas and needs of the school.
1. The schedule of broadcast content can be preset and easily changed.
2. Play different background music at different times, even the music of upcoming
histrionics.
3. All settings can be set from a single location or different locations under the
privilege control mechanism.
4. Different broadcast content can set the different sound volume.
5. The new public address system should be a future-proof solution to meet the
needs today and for years to come.
Solution:
Our partner suggested the Children's Museum an intelligent network audio system
from i-View Communication, consisting of Network Audio Amplifier, internal
speakers mounted flush into the ceiling, add some IVA camera which covers the
entrance, exit door and critical place to secure the safety of visitors.
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Result:
The NetAud® network audio system that was installed has changed the way making
announcements throughout the museum, such as the staff no need to go around the museum to
ensure guests knew it was time to leave, and parents can deal with their children in advance
and when should be left. And also provide more benefits than expected.
1. Able to improve closing time notifications, make emergency announcements, and even
set up custom playlists to play music for events, including a fundraiser, which has saved
on the cost of hiring musicians.
2. Able to pick appropriate audio for a different time, instead of using the same sound
throughout the day.
3. Schedule all the sound samples in advance and modify them from the museum or remote
site when it is needed.
4. Make announcements, either to the whole museum or just to specific zones.
5. The volume levels on individual speakers can be managed remotely from the console.
6. Installed the IP cameras increasing the security of the museum environment and can be
announced immediacy when something happens.

Product List:

IP Audio Amplifier / Audio Amplifier (USB)

Audio Manager Server

Loudspeakers

Emergency Call Box

Let Audio Powerful and Smarter with our NetAud® IP Audio System.
Take full advantage of Network audio system from our website
www.i-view.com.tw/netaud-ip-audio-system/
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